ABSTRACT In this paper, a direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation based on the optimized coprime array (OpCA) configuration is proposed. The proposed array, utilizing the two constituting subarrays N-array and M-array of the coprime array, where their sensors are N and 2M , respectively, shifts all the sensors of the M-array by a specific displacement amount L s . Different displacement expressions for L s are proposed for the purpose of being applicable for all the possible encountered coprime M and N values. Analytically, those displacements are optimized such that the number of the actual sensors for the proposed array is still the same as that for the coprime array (N + 2M − 1) and the number of central contiguous lags, which referred to as the uniform degrees of freedom (DOFs) capacity in the difference coarray, has been enhanced. This enhancement is shown by increasing the one-side uniform DOFs capacity of the coprime array from
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation is a major application area of antenna arrays [1] . Conventionally, this major has been functioned with the uniform linear arrays (ULAs) than the traditional sparse non-uniform linear arrays (NLAs) like the minimum redundancy arrays (MRAs) [2] . The reason behind is that MRAs do not have a closed-form expression for their sensor locations.
Recently, two main classes of sparse arrays with closedform expressions for their geometry and resulted difference coarray have shown up. The first class includes the nested array [3] , super nested array with its high order extensions [4] - [6] and the augmented nested array [7] . The difference coarray of the nested array with its different versions mentioned above do not have holes. This feature enables us to apply a subspace-based DOA finding method like the well-known multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [8] , root-MUSIC [9] and estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) [10] in the coarray domain conveniently.
The second class, which is the core of this study, contains the well-known coprime array and its different versions.
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Unlike the nested array, the coarray of the coprime array does have holes, limiting a subspace-based DOA finding method to be applied only for its contiguous ULA part of virtual sensors.
However, two directions handled the coprime array coarray. The first direction exploited sparsity-based spatial spectrum estimation techniques such as the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [11] - [13] to increase the degrees of freedom (DOFs) beyond what is captured in the contiguous ULA part within the coarray or interpolation techniques [14] - [16] to fill the holes in the difference coarray through nuclear norm minimization [14] , based on which the minimum number of virtual sensors required to complete the interpolated virtual array covariance matrix is performed in [15] or through atomic norm [16] . A subspace-based DOA finding method can be then applied to the interpolated coarray readily. Nevertheless, LASSO requires discretization of parameter space into a predefined dense grid and does not work well for off-grid targets as its main drawback. Interpolation techniques enable off-grid DOA estimation but the main drawback of them is the high computational complexity of solving convex programs.
On the other hand, the second direction went to enlarge the ULA part of the coprime coarray through reducing the coarray redundancy (i.e., the number of repeated sensor pairs contributed to that virtual sensor in the coarray is reduced). With the enhanced contiguous part, a subspace-based DOA algorithm can be then applied directly and conveniently. This study is, in particular, based on this theme.
The original coprime array (OCA) [17] considered coprime N and M integers as the number of actual sensors per its constituting subarrays N-array and M-array respectively. The N-array sensors are located according to the closed-form expression nM where 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 whereas the M-array sensors are located at mN where 0 ≤ m ≤ M − 1. According to the above configuration, the inter-sensor spacing of each subarray is the number of the actual sensors for the other and that they have a common sensor where m = n = 0. Consequently, the number of the actual sensors for OCA is N + M − 1. The cross difference, as it is the means to explore the effective virtual sensors, of those two subarrays mN −nM including its negative version −(mN −nM ) results in a central set of contiguous virtual sensors ranging from −(N + M − 1) to N + M − 1 within its resulted difference coarray. This central set of virtual sensors is referred to as the uniform degrees of freedom (DOFs) where the value N + M − 1 denotes the coarray one-side uniform DOFs capacity. Comparing the one-side uniform DOFs to the number of actual sensors, OCA does not enhance the DOFs and therefore the number of uncorrelated sources, to be identified using a subspacebased DOA estimation algorithm and without the influence of mutual coupling problem, is not more than the number of the actual sensors.
The augmented coprime array (ACA) [18] enhanced the ULA part of OCA through only doubling the number of actual sensors for the M-array. Sensors of the ACA M-array are located at mN where 0 ≤ m ≤ 2M − 1. The common sensor of both constituting subarrays is still at where m = n = 0 and the number of actual sensors is N + 2M − 1. The cross difference mN − nM including its negative version −(mN − nM ) results in a central set of contiguous virtual sensors ranging from −(MN + M − 1) to MN + M − 1. The value MN + M − 1 is the difference coarray one-side uniform DOFs capacity. ACA has enhanced the uniform DOFs to be more than the number of the physical sensors compared to OCA.
The uniform DOFs for ACA has been enhanced in its general configuration. This general configuration is the coprime array with compressed inter-sensor spacing (CACIS) [19] . CACIS introduced an integer compression factor f for reducing the inter-sensor spacing of one subarray. However, this enhancement in the uniform DOFs capacity comes at the expense of bringing more mutual coupling effect if it is not negligible. The reason behind is that the smaller inter-sensor spacing being used.
Another work to enhance the coprime uniform DOFs capacity was with the shifted coprime array (SCA) [20] . With SCA, the OCA M-array is shifted from the OCA N-array by a certain displacement L s = N /2 M where • is the floor function. However, applying this displacement for different types of coprime M and N values such as M = 3 and N = 4 or M = 5 and N = 8, it has been found that this displacement expression cannot generate a central set of contiguous virtual sensors within the SCA resulted coarray. In other words, the positive and negative lags within the resulted coarray are no longer connected to form that considerable central ULA part, which is required for a subspacebased DOA finding method to be applied conveniently. Furthermore, this displacement is not optimized with the ACA configuration as it will be shown in section IV.
Motivated by the second direction, we propose a new coprime array configuration to enhance the ACA uniform DOFs capacity and which being referred to as the optimized coprime array (OpCA) configuration. Unlike CACIS, The proposed configuration keeps the coprime inter-sensor separations, which matter a lot if the mutual coupling is considered, unchanged. Unlike SCA, the proposed configuration introduces a group of displacement expressions for the purpose of being applicable for any type of coprime M and N values to produce a central set of contiguous sensors. OpCA keeps on the same number of actual sensors through having a common sensor and does maximize the possibly obtainable uniform DOFs capacity better than SCA and the other aforementioned coprime configurations.
It is worthy to mention that all the techniques in the first direction are applicable with OpCA and can only improve the performance further.
This article is organized as follows: section II gives the mathematical model of a sparse array signal processing. In section III, the possible five types of coprime M and N values are clarified and the appropriate displacement expression for each is assigned. The geometry of the optimized coprime array (OpCA) is introduced along with locating the common sensor between its two consisting subarrays. Also, a closedform expression for its one-side uniform DOFs capacity is stated with the aid of Lemma 1. Section IV differentiates the proposed configuration from the related work [19] , [20] . Simulation results are provided in section V while section VI concludes this paper.
II. SPARSE ARRAY SIGNAL PROCESSING MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Suppose K uncorrelated incoming sources with DOA θ k ∈ [−π/2, π/2] being intercepted by an array of P sparse sensors, located at ρd according to a specific closed-from expression where ρ ∈ P, d = λ/2, and λ is half of the wavelength of the incoming source. Then, the collected measurement vector z P , at time instant t is:
where A = [a(θ 1 ), . . . , a(θ K )] is the array steering matrix, a(θ k ) = e j2πρθ k , ρ ∈ P is the steering vector for the k th source andθ k = (d/λ) sin θ k is the normalized DOA. s(t) = [s 1 (t), . . . , s K (t)] is the source vector with s k (t) distributed as CN (0, σ 2 k ) and n P (t) is the i.i.d. white complex Gaussian noise vector CN (0, σ 2 ), inherent at the array.
The main process of the array processing is taken place by computing the array covariance matrix as follows
Here, E[•] is the statistical expectation operator,
is the source covariance matrix with σ 2 k denoting the input signal power of the k th source, σ 2 is the noise variance and I n is a (P × P) identity matrix. In practice, the covariance matrix is estimated using the T available samples, i.e.,
Vectorising (2), we get
The vectorising step can be viewed from the perspective of the Khatri-Rao space as
and
T with e i refers to a vector of all zeros except for the i th element which equals one.
where the symbol denotes the Khatri-Rao product, (·) * denotes the complex conjugate of a matrix or vector,ã(θ k ) = e j2πρθ k ,ρ = ρ i −ρ j ∈ D is the steering vector of the extended virtual array for the k th source,ρ is the lag or location of the virtual sensor resulted from the difference of the actual sensors ρ i and ρ j , and D is the difference coarray.
So as to estimate the true normalized DOA, the set D is firstly examined to check if it is a hole-free set or not. If it has holes, the central ULA part U off D is extracted as
where ±ρ U denote the most right/left virtual sensor within the contiguous set in the difference coarray and w(ρ) is the number of occurrence for that virtual sensor to be averaged. Afterwards, z U goes through the spatial smoothing step [21] or its alternative step, which is the Hermitian Toeplitz matrix construction [22] . The two methods are reviewed here in a more concrete and abbreviated way. Suppose z U , whose length L = 2ρ U +1, is only expressed in terms of its coarray lagρ as
Spatial Smoothing: splitting the following matrix R temp into ll = (L + 1)/2 submatrices as follows respectively
Then, averaging those submatrices as they have the same identical lags depicted in Fig. 1 , we get
Toeplitz matrix:
The Toeplitz structure is directly applied on z U as follows
which yields the same matrix as that R SS−MUSIC shown in Fig. 1 .
. Averaging those submatrices to form a smaller spatially smoothed covariance matrix R SS−MUSIC .
Based on (10) or (11), a subspace-based DOA estimation method like MUSIC can be employed to estimate the DOAs now. MUSIC exploits the orthogonality property to isolate the signal and noise subspaces. MUSIC Performs the Eigen Value Decomposition to obtain the noise subspace E n , which is composed of the smaller (ll − K ) eigen values. Then the peak search function is
whereã U + (θ k ) is the virtual steering vector for the positive part of the extracted ULA part, U, given implicitly by (7) . Through the peak search in (12), (ll − 1) main peaks can provide the DOA estimations. 
III. THE OPTIMIZED COPRIME ARRAY CONFIGURATION (OPCA) ITS COMMON SENSOR AND DIFFERENCE COARRAY
In subsection A, we discuss all the possible displacement expressions that can be inserted to shift all the sensors of one subarray of the two ACA constituting subarrays along with defining the proposed array configuration. We specify the location of the M-array sensor which will overlap with that sensor in the N-array for each displacement expression in subsection B and the coarray of the proposed array is investigated in detail in subsection C.
A. OpCA GEOMETRY AND ITS DISPLACEMENT
Consider the two subarrays of ACA where the M-array is of 2M sensors with inter-sensor spacing Nd and the N-array is of N sensors with inter-sensor spacing Md. The sensor locations are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The unit inter-sensor spacing, d = λ/2, is normalized for the ease of illustration. A displacement L s is introduced to shift all the actual sensors of the M-array by a certain amount towards the positive direction, yielding the OpCA configuration as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This displacement has different expressions, depending on the coprime M and N values being used. The coprime M and N values where M < N can be classified into five possible types. Each type will have its proper displacement expression assigned and being used to shift the M-array sensors accordingly. Thus, we need to distinguish all the five possible types of coprime M and N values, and defining their properly assigned and optimized displacement expressions since counting only on one displacement expression as SCA does, will lead to get a non-central set of contiguous lags in the resulted coarray for some types of coprime M and N values. [1, 4, 7, 10] . The OpCA N-array is identical to that one of ACA N-array. Sensor at 4 is mutual between the two subarrays. Therefore, the OpCA geometry set is [0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 10] as the union set of its two subarrays.
B. OPCA GEOMETRY AND ITS COMMON SENSOR
The OpCA geometry with using any of the above displacement expressions ensures the existence of a common sensor between its constituting subarrays. Fig. 3 , depicts the OpCA configuration with those three proposed displacements and the location of the common sensor between the two subarrays. 
C. OPCA GEOMETRY AND ITS DIFFERENCE COARRAY
In this subsection, we will investigate the OpCA coarray in detail. Then, we define a closed-form expression for its oneside uniform DOFs capacity.
Let's take M = 3 and N = 4 as a concrete example to build the OpCA configuration, to show its common sensor and observe its resulted difference coarray along with its uniform DOFs capacity. The OpCA geometry is a developed configuration out of the ACA geometry. Thus and at first, we build the ACA configuration where n = N −1 are also the sensors shared between the set of the optimized M-array sensor locations [5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25] and the set of the N-array sensor locations [0, 3, 6, 9] respectively. Consequently, the number of sensors is kept to N + 2M − 1 = 9.
The difference coarray of the OpCA is shown through performing the cross differences and the self differences of its consisting subarrays. The set of the cross differences between the N-array and the optimized M-array, according to the relation (L s + mN ) − nM , is −4 × × − 1 0 × 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 × 21 22 × ×25.
The negative version set of the above cross differences
The self differences set of the N-array, according to the relation (
The self differences set of the optimized M-array, accord- So we have here a set of central contiguous integers. A number of points should be noticed: 1) There are ''holes'' in the differences indicated by ×.
2) The self differences set of the N-array is already included in either the set of cross differences or its negative version. 3) Some integers within the self differences set of the optimized M-array are not included in either the set of cross differences or its negative version. For instance, ±20. 4) The set of cross differences (L s + mN ) − nM has a contiguous set of integers ranges from
is the mirrored set of the cross differences set (L s + mN ) − nM . 6) The cross differences besides the self differences of the optimized M-array results in a set of contiguous integers in the range
In an equivalent way, The full set of differences could be also found by the self differences of the OpCA VOLUME 7, 2019 geometry set, which is formed by the union of the N-array and the optimized M-array sensor sets. Lemma 1: For the OpCA geometry with coprime M and N , M < N and
where L s is the properly assigned displacement expression to those M and N by Definition 1, the cross differences of the two subarrays have positions = (L s + mN ) − nM where
Proof: Given an arbitrary integer by
and satisfying
we need to prove that there exist integers 0 ≤ m ≤ 2M − 1 and 0
Because mN = nM − L s + , we obtain the following relationship by combining (13) and (14),
This result can be equivalently expressed as 0 ≤ m ≤ 2M − 1 because M < N and m is an integer. Definition 2: For the OpCA geometry with coprime M and N , M < N and
where L s is the related displacement expression to those M and N by Definition 1, the self differences of the OpCA set,
as the OpCA one-side uniform DOFs capacity.
As it can be seen, Definition 2 shows that the displacement value itself is directly added to enhance the ACA uniform DOFs capacity in addition to adding the value of M. L s counts on M and N values and as they are varied, L s is varied accordingly. This flexibility in L s is definitely desirable for significantly enhancing the possible obtainable uniform DOFs. Also, Definition 2 confirms that whichever the type of coprime M and N values is and the type of displacement used accordingly, the one-side uniform DOFs capacity for OpCA has one optimized closed-form expression.
As another illustrative and thorough example to clear things up on the core content of this study, consider the OpCA array with M = 3 and N = 5. Then, according to Definition 1 where M is odd, N is odd and
defines the sensor locations of the OpCA optimized M-array to be at [7, 12, 17, 22, 27 .32] whereas nM defines the sensor locations of the OpCA N-array to be at [0, 3, 6, 9, 12] . According to Fig. 3 and the type of displacement being used, the overlapping sensors between the two subarrays are where n = N − 1 and m = (M − 1)/2. The common sensor is at 12 as it can be also seen from the two sets of sensor locations. According to Definition 2, the OpCA with those M and N values does have one-side uniform DOFs capacity equals
IV. RELATION TO OTHER WORK
The coprime array with compressed inter-sensors spacing (CACIS) [19] considered two subarrays with N and M actual sensors where N and M are coprime and M < N is no longer assumed. CACIS introduced an integer compression factor f for changing the inter-sensor spacing of one subarray. 
is considered the SCA one-side uniform DOFs capacity.
However, SCA with two types of coprime M and N values out of the five, will produce non-central set of contiguous integers. The first case is where M is odd and N = M + 1. The other case is where M is odd, N is even and N > M + 1.
The concrete example in subsection C in the preceding section where M = 3 and N = 4 is one of those two cases. For the SCA geometry applied on the ACA geometry. SCA N-array is exactly the same as that N-array of ACA. SCA N-array sensors are located at [0, 3, 6, 9] . The ACA Marray sensors, located at [0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20] , are shifted by L s = 4/2 3 = 6 to get the SCA M-array sensors located at [6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26] . The common sensor is 6 and the Another point is that, applying this displacement of SCA for ACA with a valid type of coprime values M and N to generate a central set of contiguous lags, will not optimize the ACA uniform DOFs capacity as the OpCA does. For instance, we use the same parameters M = 3 and N = 5 of that concrete example at the end of subsection C in the preceding section III to build SCA geometry to optimize ACA. SCA displacement is L s = N /2 M = 6, its overall sensor locations set is [0, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16, 21, 26, 31] and the self differences of this geometry set yield a 23 DOFs as its oneside uniform DOFs capacity, which is smaller compared to that one of OpCA.
To conclude, we enlist in Table 2 the different coprime array types, their corresponding configurations through the sensor locations of the N-array and the M-array, and the oneside maximum number of contiguous lags.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS A. DEGREES OF FREEDOM (DOFS)
For illustrative purposes, we consider six configurations where all those configurations consist of 12 physical antenna sensors. The unit inter-element spacing, d = λ/2, is normalized for the ease of illustration. Those configurations are OCA, ACA, CACIS, SCA to optimize OCA (SCA-OCA), SCA to optimize ACA (SCA-ACA), and OpCA. The distribution of the actual sensors for OCA, CACIS, and SCA-OCA is M = 6 and N = 7 where 0 ≤ m ≤ 6 − 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 7 − 1 while the distribution of the actual sensors for ACA, SCA-ACA, and OpCA is M = 3 and N = 7 where 0 ≤ m ≤ 2 × 3 − 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 7 − 1.
The N-array and M-array sensors of OCA are located at [0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36] For ACA configuration, the N-array sensors according to the form nM where M = 3 are located at [0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18] while the M-array sensors with mN are located at [0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35] . Thus, the ACA set is [0, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 21, 28, 35] and which contains 12 actual sensors.
For CACIS with a compression factor f = 3, the Narray sensors with the form nM whereM = M /3 = 2 are located at [0, 2, 4, 6, 6, 8, 10, 12] whereas its M-array is exactly identical to that one of OCA. Thus, CACIS set is [0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 21, 28, 35] .
For SCA-OCA, its displacement L s = N /2 M = 7/2 6 = 18 is inserted to shift all the sensors of OCA M-array and therefore SCA-OCA M-array sensors are located at [18, 25, 32, 39, 46, 53] . The SCA-OCA Narray is exactly that one of OCA. The SCA-OCA set is [0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 25, 30, 32, 36, 39, 46, 53] .
For SCA-ACA, its displacement L s = N /2 M = 7/2 3 = 9 is inserted to shift all the sensors of ACA M-array and therefore SCA-OCA M-array sensors are located at [9, 16, 23, 30, 37, 44] . The SCA-ACA Narray is exactly that one of ACA. The SCA-ACA set is [0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 23, 30, 37, 44] .
For OpCA configuration to optimize ACA where M = 3 is odd, N = 7 is odd and
This displacement is inserted to shift the ACA M-array sensors to be located at [11, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46] while the OpCA N array is exactly that one of ACA. OpCA M-array has a sensor on L s + m c N = 18 where m c = (M − 1)/2 = 1 which overlaps with the last sensor of OpCA N-array on nM = 18 where n = (N − 1) = 6. Therefore, the OpCA set is [0, 3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 15, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46] . According to the fourth column in Table 2 and at the same time applying the self difference to those OCA, ACA, CACIS, SCA-OCA, SCA-ACA, and OpCA sets, the one-side uniform DOFs capacity in the generated virtual coarray for each is 12, 23, 29, 30, 32, 37 respectively as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 depicts the positive side of the generated symmetric virtual coarray where the corresponding one-side uniform DOFs capacity is indicated by blue circle. As it can be seen, VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. MUSIC spectra for DOA estimation using the optimized coprime array (OpCA) with 12 actual sensors where M = 3, N = 7, SNR = 0 dB, T = 500.
OpCA with the proposed displacement expression achieves the largest uniform DOFs.
B. MUSIC SPECTRA
Here we consider the estimation of DOAs for narrowbanded signals impinging on the OpCA using the MUSIC DOA estimation algorithm. We consider the OpCA geometry for the preceding subsection A where M = 3 and N = 7. The total number of sensors is then 12. We also consider K = 35 equally powered and complex Gaussian narrowbanded signals with normalized DOAs selected uniformly overθ = [−0.49, 0.49]. With this choice of M and N , the proper displacement is L s = 11 and thus we can estimate up to
The array covariance matrix is estimated using 500 snapshots and the SNR is chosen as 0 dB. The array covariance matrix is vectorized and z U is then constructed by (7) . The spatial smoothing step is avoided to avoid its computational complexity [22] and z U is reshaped by (11) into a Toeplitz matrix R coarray−MUSIC . In other words, the matrix R coarray−MUSIC makes the performance analysis more tractable. With MUSIC, we separate the signal/noise subspaces of R coarray−MUSIC and then define by (12) a valid MUSIC spectrum as shown in Fig. 5 . The directions of the actual sources are shown with vertical dashed lines.
As it can be seen, the 35 DOAs, which beyond the handling capacity of the other configurations in subsection A, are clearly and unbiased estimated.
C. RMSE VS. SNA AND RMSE VS. TIME SNAPSHOTS
We compare the performance of the five configurations mentioned in subsection A in this section ACA, CACIS, SCA-OCA, SCA-ACA, and OpCA by finding the root-meansquared error (RMSE) of the estimated DOAs as a function of both SNR and time snapshots. To evaluate the RMSE, we use the root-MUSIC algorithm on the R coarray−MUSIC noise subspace with its Hermitian [E n E H n ] to estimate DOAs. In the root MUSIC algorithm, suppose the roots on or inside the unit circle are denoted by r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r K , r K +1 , · · · , r P such that 1 ≥ |r1| ≥ |r2| ≥ · · · ≥ |r K | ≥ |r K +1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |r P | and P = 2(ll − 1) is the number of roots. These DOAs are obtained from the phases of r1, r2, · · · , r K , which lead to K DOAs. Thereafter, the RMSE is defined as
whereθ k is the estimated normalized DOA of the k th source, calculated from the root-MUSIC algorithm, andθ k is the true normalized DOA. We consider the corresponding RMSE to a 15 equally powered and complex Gaussian uncorrelated sources uniformly distributed overθ = [−0.3, 0.3]. Fig. 6 shows the RMSE of the five configurations as a function of SNR, averaged over 200 Monte Carlo simulations, for T = 500. As it can be seen, the ''OpCA'' has better performance than the other four configurations as SNR increases. This is because OpCA has the highest uniform DOFs capacity, which is 37. Fig. 7 plots the performance of the five configurations for SNR = 0 dB by varying the total number of snapshots and averaged over 200 Monte Carlo simulations. From the results, OpCA still outperforms the other configurations as the number of snapshots increases. And the reason behind is still its higher uniform DOFs capacity.
As a conclusion and as to confirm what is well known, the performance of a subspace-based DOA estimation algorithm like root-MUSIC is governed by the coarray virtual ULA part, or equivalently the coarray uniform DOFs capacity. To be more specific, its performance accuracy is reflected by the RMSE, which in its turn tends to decrease as the uniform DOF capacity increases.
VI. CONCLUSION
The well-known augmented coprime array (ACA) has been optimized. This optimization in its uniform DOFs capacity is presented by considering a group of different displacement expressions to be applicable for all the possible encountered coprime M and N values. This amount of displacement is inserted to shift all the sensors of the ACA M-array. The shifted M-array ensures the existence of a common sensor with the other constituting subarray N-array and thereby keeping on the same number of actual sensor being used. The enhanced uniform DOFs capacity of the proposed configuration has one closed-from expression whichever the assigned displacement expression to those M and N values.
